2012 volvo s60

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. New Arrival! CarFax One Owner!
Audio Input, HD Radio. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back
and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and
conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims
should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of
any virus, illness or disease. If youre looking for power, this Volvo S60 T5 has it. You can find a
2. Technology options includes: Radio HD radio , Video monitor size 7 in. Vehicle information is
based off standard equipment and may vary from vehicle to vehicle. Call or email for complete
vehicle specific information. All prices are plus Tax, Tag, and Dealer documentation fees. We'll
introduce you to all the affordable trim models available, getting you behind the wheel of your
top choices. Our finance department can explore your loan options, providing you with
assistance if need be, so make your way over from Neptune, NJ to our Eatontown location.
Odometer is miles below market average! Looking for a luxury vehicle We offer you the best
quality at the lowest prices â€” wholesale prices You have stumbled upon the right
placeâ€¦Please print this add and call to schedule an appointment. Financing available with
rates as low as 2. We have a knowledgeable and committed sales staff with many years of
experience our customers are our top priority and your complete satisfaction is guaranteed.
Please visit us and take you dream vehicle for a test driveâ€¦ Always remember we here to help
you to get the best deal out there. Inventory is subject to prior sale and prices are subject to
change without notice and cannot be combined with any other offer s. Online prices are special
offers, must bring in ad to redeem. Service Contracts are available to protect your investment
and have a peace of mind. All deals are subject to primary lenders approved. All pre-owned
vehicles are sold cosmetically as is. Price s include s all costs to be paid by a consumer. Dealer
will not be liable for any inaccuracies, claims or losses of any nature. Furthermore, inventory is
subject to prior sale and prices are subject to change without notice. Cannot be combined with
any other offer s. Internet pricing posted on this website is only available to those customers
who reference such pricing at time of sale. Visit Climate Pkg. Premium Pkg. Heated Power
Memory Leather Seats. Power Glass Moon Roof. Climate Control. Volvo Premium Sound
System. Emergency Braking System for Accident Avoidance. Pedestrian Camera for safety of
Pedestrians. Home link Garage Door Control. Automatic Dimming Rear View Mirror. We register
and provide license plates for our customers in VA! They are serviced, detailed and pass a
rigorous Virginia State Inspection. We offer great financing, affordable extended warranties, and
we can register and title your vehicle in Virginia! With over 20 years in business, VA Auto Sales,
a used car dealership in Harrisonburg, Virginia will provide you with the service you deserve!
Call or Text to WWW. Thank you for making your way to McGrath Acura of Libertyville, your
certified Acura dealer serving drivers throughout Libertyville and the surrounding areas. We
also have a well-connected finance center run by a qualified team of finance experts, who can
help you get the right loan or lease in a quick, easy, and transparent manner. Our commitment
to our customers continues well beyond the date of purchase. We also have a professional team
of Acura technicians on hand with the skills and equipment to handle all manner of
maintenance and repairs, as well as a full stock of authentic parts. Make your way to McGrath
Acura of Libertyville in Libertyville today for quality vehicles, a friendly team, and professional
service at every step of the way. And if you have any questions for us, you can always get in
touch at We've been your local Mechanicsburg Chevrolet dealer since , and hope to continue
filling all your automotive needs for years to come. It takes a stellar customer service staff to
live up to the industry's expectations for outstanding service, and we routinely succeed in
pleasing our loyal customers. More reasons why there's lots to love at Lawrence!!! Online
pricing does not include dealer prep, reconditioning, certification, taxes, or fees. Please contact
dealership for more information. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search.
Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home
delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 1,
Engine Type Gas 1, Cylinders 4 cylinders 5 cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Electric Range
20 mi 30 mi. Electric Range. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings.
Overall Consumer Rating. I only have miles on it so far, but it is a tone of fun to drive. Great
acceleration I have the 5 cyl engine not the 6, but it is still very fast and has better mgp. It has a
quite ride, and lots of gadgets even without the technology package or the DVD navigation
system. Sign Up. Volvo isn't what it used to be, and positively, the Volvo S60 is a poster child
for what the brand has evolved to--combining a more curvaceous exterior with a cool
Scandinavian interior design, class-leading safety, and performance that sets its sights on the
likes of the Audi A4, BMW 3-Series, and Acura TSX. And for , the S60 has a little more appeal yet
for driving enthusiasts, with the introduction of a new S60 R-Design model aimed at those who

might just take their Volvo on the track once in a while. Last year, all Volvo S60 models came in
high-performance T6 formâ€”with a hp, 3. Now for , a more affordable front-wheel-drive S60 T5
model powered by a hp 2. In both the S60 T6 and R-Design models, the engine is smooth,
strong, and sweet-sounding, with an uninterrupted rush of power when you need it. The
six-speed automatic transmission there's no manual The 4C dynamic chassis system in the T6
makes it the pick of the bunch for combining performance and comfort; T6 models get
driver-selectable steering feel, too. But the T6 R-Design throws that out in favor of a dedicated
Sport suspension that's lowered and noticeably stiffer; it also brings out the road noise. The
S60 is just a bit smaller than most U. The swoopy roofline allows enough headroom for most,
and provided you're not positioning the lankiest passengers front-to-back, there's decent
legroom. Though the curvy S60 doesn't have the versatility offered by those box-on-wheels
designs Volvo built through the s, this sport sedan does hold true to another Volvo expectation:
safety. Volvo's Pedestrian Detection safety system can automatically stop the car if it detects a
pedestrian and the driver fails to react. The T5 includes a long list of features, including tech
extras like Bluetooth calling and audio streaming, HD Radio, dual-zone climate control, and a
power driver's seat. The S60 T6 upgrades to leather upholstery and larger alloys, in addition to
all the performance upgrades, and the top R-Design includes xenon headlamps and a moonroof
among the many trim upgrades. Rakish, aggressive, yet still definitely a Volvo, the S60 is the
hottest-looking car Volvo's ever offered. Expressive, organic details make for a handsome
sedan, matching smooth contours and sweeping lines with wedgy front and rear proportions
riding on large, flashy alloy wheels. The S60 R Design model is even more aggressive, with a
rear diffuser, sport tailpipes, a spoiler, and other R Design elements marking it out as unique.
The interior of the S60 is a modern take on Volvo's Swedish design ethos, with a captivating
floating center stack, highly textured surfaces, and uniquely accented theme details. Eschewing
the abundant leather and matte metallic trims of rival brands, Volvo has tapped into a stark,
simple layout that's nonetheless warm and inviting while remaining functional. Two-tone
elements can be found on the upholstery, instrument panel, and material textures. Organic
themes again are visible, with the dash material modeled after rippling water. The R Design gets
its own theme, with a unique steering wheel, upholstery, and other trim items adding to the
more track-oriented look. Backing up its aggressive looks, the Volvo S60 delivers on the
performance front despite not offering a large V-8 engine. Instead, the S60 takes its power from
a choice of turbocharged in-line five- and six-cylinder engines. The S60 T5's engine is a 2. It's
not quite as strong as the T6 model, but delivers its torque from a very low 1, rpm. The T5 is
only available in front-wheel drive. The S60 T6 gets a 3. It's the only engine available in the S60,
but it's a very good one, feeling even more powerful than its numbers would suggest. It's paired
with a six-speed automatic transmission and all-wheel drive for easy driving and fast
acceleration, plus great all-weather capability. Acceleration to 60 mph takes just 5. The S60 R
Design also uses a 3. This just adds to the T6's already very good acceleration. The R Design
also gets a unique tuned suspension system standard, offering crisper handling and sportier
ride. Steering and handling are also very good, with excellent feel from the steering wheel in
standard configuration, and a MyCar menu system that offers three different levels of
driver-tunable assist for further enhancement. Despite the S60's weight and size, it's very
maneuverable, feeling confident in high-speed turns and nimble in slow turns. All of that said,
the S60, while very fast and capable, isn't a track-bred sport sedan like some BMWs or S-line
Audis. It's more than up to the dask on the street, but small delays in shift requests, throttle
response, and other ride-smoothing characteristics become noticeable at pace on a track. The
S60 also doesn't offer paddle shifters on the steering wheel, instead forcing those who want to
shift manually to use the console-mounted lever; the manual mode also doesn't hold gears like
you'd expect, unexpectedly downshifting on heavy throttle when you might want to use a lower
gear. Taller occupants may find the seat bottom cushions a bit short on thigh support, but the
front-seat experience is otherwise roomy and relaxed, with comfortable seats. The outboard
rear-seat positions are able to fit taller passengers than they'd otherwise be able to, thanks to
Volvo's decision to place the seats lower and recess them somewhat into the seatback. The
resulting additional leg room alows even those over six feet in height to sit comfortably. Wind,
tire, and road noise are well-controlled, and the ride quality is European: firm, but smooth.
Three different suspension options offer some variability in ride, with Touring, Dynamic, and
Four-C Active Chassis options. The Dynamic suspension is standard, with Touring offered as a
no-cost, more comfortable option. Helping the S60 achieve these scores are the expected items,
like front, side, and side-curtain airbags; anti-lock brakes; plus stability and traction control.
More innovative features include Corner Traction Control, which directs torque across the car to
enhance grip in aggressive maneuvers; a radar-based Pedestrian Detection with Full Auto
Brake, which can identify and brake for pedestrians or other objects in the road if the driver

doesn't give the system indication they're trying to avoid it; and much more. Blind Spot
Information System is available as a standalone option. Parking sensors, front and rearview
safety cameras with wide-angle lenses, and active HID headlamps are also available. The T6
adds to the T5's equipment list with a standard integrated garage door opener, leather
upholstery, and inch alloy wheels among other times. Moving up to the R Design gets all of the
T6's features, except where replaced by unique R Design versions. Unique elements to the R
Design include: interior and exterior styling, a sport steering wheel, diamond-cut dark gray alloy
wheels, and of course the R Design performance upgrades. Optional extras available on all S60s
include headlight washers, rain-sensing wipers, power-retractable door mirrors with ground
lighting, park-assist rear camera, navigation, and a premium Dolby Pro Logic surround sound
system. Using relatively small, turbocharged engines enables the Volvo S60 to achieve a
balance of performance with gas mileage. The front-wheel-drive base S60 T5 is the best of the
lot, at 23 mpg city and 30 mpg highway for a combined rating of 23 mpg. Despite the
respectable figures, the S60 doesn't stand out amongst its luxury sedan competitors, which
also use advanced technologies and engines to achieve reasonable gas mileage. Subaru Tesla
Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form
Today! Used Cars. By Make. New Polestar 1 S60 S V60 V90 XC XC60 XC Used C30 C70 S S70
S80 V V50 V70 XC New By Year. Used By Year. Reviews Specs Photos Inventory. Likes Strong,
sweet-sounding engines Adjustable steering feel T6 Supple, quiet ride all but R-Design
World-first pedestrian detection Stylish interior. Buying tip Beware prices on the S60 T6. But
add a few options, and it no longer looks like such a value. The Volvo S60 family shows that
sport sedans can feel edgy without giving up their leading edge in safety, design, and interior
interior comfort. The S60 is more rakish and aggressive than any previous Volvo sedan on the
outside, with smooth contours and swooping lines matched up with a low, wedgy front and pert
tail, and framed with large flashy alloy wheels. It's handsome yet expressive from a few paces
back. Inside, the S60's cabin is very stylish, yet functional, with a 'floating' center stack of
controls that pushes the Swedish design ethos into a hipper direction. Textures and design
themes inside are far from the ordinary for luxury sedans. Review continues below. Despite the
S60 moniker, it's not very large. It is, however, efficient in its use of space, with plenty of room
for give passengers. Volvo's reputation for safety has been earned, and the S60 continues the
work, with an impressive array of electronic assists and both active and passive safety
equipment. Used Volvo S60 for sale near change location. From sound system upgrades to
navigation, traffic information, and all of the climate control features you can imagine, the Volvo
S60 offers a wide range of upgrades on top of a fairly comprehensive base specification.
Continue Reading. The Car Connection Consumer Review. Rate and Review your car for The
Car Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance,
Safety, Features and more. June 27, Overall Rating. Was this review helpful to you? Rating
breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare the Volvo S60 against the competition. Used Volvo
S60 cars. Used BMW 3-Series cars. Used Mercedes-Benz C Class cars. All Rights Reserved.
Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. Reactivate now to get the information
you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our
customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at View
all Volvo Vehicles. Current Model. This combination returned mpg overall in our tests. The T6
brings all-wheel drive, plus a more powerful hp four-cylinder that is turbocharged and
supercharged. A plug-in hybrid with miles of electric range is also available. In typical Volvo
fashion, the ride is stiff. Handling is sound but unexceptional. The S60 is plagued with Volvo's
unintuitive infotainment system, which requires too much swiping, tapping, and eyes off the
road. The S60 comes standard with AEB that has the ability to recognize and respond to
pedestrians and cyclists. For , BSW and rear cross traffic warning are standard. A V60 wagon is
also offered. Road Test. Predicted Reliability. Predicted Owner Satisfaction. The redesigned S60
sedan is quiet, has an uncluttered and elegant interior, and comfortable seats. The T5 uses an
energetic hp, turbo four-cylinder engine that drives the front wheels. This combination returned
26 mpg overall in our tests. The T6 brings all-wheel drive, plus a more powerful hp four-cylinder
that is both turbocharged and supercharged. Unfortunately, the S60 is plagued with Volvo's
unintuitive infotainment system, which requires too much swiping, tapping and eyes off the
road. The S60 comes standard with automatic emergency braking with the ability to recognize
and respond to pedestrians and cyclists. Blind spot warning and rear cross-traffic warning are
optional. A redesign made the S60 much nicer, with agile handling and a taut, steady ride. The
standard T5 is pretty lively, but the top-level T6 is quicker and more refined. Among the
advanced safety gear is an innovation Volvo called "City Safety". This helps prevent low-speed
crashes by scanning the road ahead, sounding an alarm and applying the brakes if you are

likely to collide with the car in front of you. This feature has since spread throughout the
industry. Today, it is known as forward collision mitigation. The T5's five-cylinder engine can
sound gruff, but provides lively acceleration and respectable fuel economy. The interior is quiet,
neatly finished and front-seat comfort is excellent. However, the rear seats are best suited for
children and trunk capacity is meager. One of the first of the new breed of attractively styled
Volvos, the S60 sedan was more stylish than the boxy S70 it replaced, but rather disappointing
overall. The ride, though better than the S70's, is still a bit stiff and jiggly, and handling is
neither agile nor sporty. With its hp turbocharged five-cylinder engine, the 2. The
higher-performance T5 doesn't feel as quick as its hp rating would suggest. An AWD option
arrived for The cabin is quiet, and the seats are very comfortable, though the rear
accommodations are cramped. The S60's confusing audio controls were improved for Show
Older Volvos. First Drive: Polestar 2 Confuses and Frustrates. This all-new electric vehicle from
an all-new brand frequently left us scratching our heads. Before you buy, make sure the car fits
your size. These 10 models are selling well below their sticker price, according to CR's
exclusive analysis of car deals. Latest Volvo Videos. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to
ratings and reviews. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Volvo S60 Features
and Specs Year Trim Select Trim. Drivetrain All Wheel. Engine Order Code NA. Fuel System
Gasoline Direct Injection. Maximum Horsepower RPM Maximum Torque RPM Cooling System
Capacity quarts NA. Transmission Order Code NA. Number of Transmission Speeds 8. First
Gear Ratio :1 5. Second Gear Ratio :1 3. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Fifth Gear
Ratio :1 1. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 1. Seventh Gear Ratio :1 0. Eighth Gear Ratio :1 0. Reverse Ratio
:1 4. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 3. Clutch Size NA. Fuel Economy and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior
Dimensions. Wheelbase inches Length inches Width, without mirrors inches Height inches
Front Track Width inches Rear Track Width inches Minimum Ground Clearance inches 5.
Liftover Height inches NA. Interior Dimensions. Total Passenger Volume cubic feet NA. Front
Head Room inches Front Leg Room inches Front Shoulder Room inches Front Hip Room inches
Second Row Head Room inches Second Row Leg Room inches Second Row Shoulder Room
inches Second Row Hip Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions. Trunk Space cubic feet Steering
Type Rack-Pinion. Steering Ratio :1 NA. Turns, lock to lock NA. Front Suspension Type Double
Wishbone. Rear Suspension Type Multi-Link. Brake Type 4-Wheel Disc. Anti-Lock-Braking
System 4-Wheel. Front Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Brake Rotors, diameter
x thickness inches Rear Drums, diameter x width inches NA. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel
Size inches 18 X 8. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size inches 18 X 8. Rear Wheel
Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size inches Compact. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Spare Tire
Size Compact. Maximum Trailer Weight, dead weight hitch pounds Maximum Tongue Weight,
dead weight hitch pounds Maximum Trailer Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds Maximum
Tongue Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds Weight Information. Base Curb Weight pounds
Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Engine: 2. Transmission: 8-Speed Geartronic Automatic
-inc: adaptive shift. Heated Front Bucket Seats -inc: way power front seats, 4-way power lumbar,
front seat memory and power cushion extensions. Crash Test Results. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. The Volvo S60 is a compact executive car manufactured and marketed
by Volvo since and began in its third generation in the model year. The first generation â€” [1]
was launched in autumn of [2] in order to replace the S70 and was based on the P2 platform. It
had a similar designed estate version called Volvo V70 and a sports version called S60 R. The
second generation â€” was released in for the model year and has its own estate version,
known as the Volvo V The third generation joined the Volvo line-up in for the model year. The
Volvo S60 was released in model year being the company's new generation sports sedan.
Unlike its rivals, the Volvo S60 continued production for 9 years with multiple facelifts. The S60
was refreshed in The exterior was updated with body-colored side moldings and bumpers with
chrome linings, as well as new headlamps replacing the original with black housing. The interior
received some updates as well, with new seats, trim, and an updated center console. The S60
went through a final facelift in with full body-colored bumper and door inserts and larger
emblem in the front and larger spaced out "V-O-L-V-O" letters in the rear. The interior featured a
new pattern upholstery which differs from its original pattern. Police specification models came
about through Volvo's extensive work alongside the users of the vehicles and Police Fleet
Management departments. As a result, the Police specification vehicles have a striking
difference from original showroom model that sometimes the Volvo S60 is used as police cars.
Firstly the suspension was up-rated to deal with the demands of Police work; this included
fitting the front suspension of the D5 model variant as the suspension was designed to deal
with the heavier diesel engine. Nivomat self-levelling suspension was also fitted to the rear to
ensure correct geometry of the vehicle, regardless of the weight carried. On early models, the

clutch was also replaced with the stronger D5 unit. A larger specification battery and A
alternator was also fitted to run all the extra equipment, along with a dedicated Police fuse box
in the boot. Extra wiring looms are also fitted specially for the Police radios and other
equipment, including CCTV cameras. Additional electrical noise suppression has been added
so as not to interfere with the sensitive electronics the police use. The speedometers in the
vehicles are calibrated from the factory and do not require recalibration unless the wheel and
overall rolling diameters are changed. During â€” the 2. The â€” models came with a 6-speed
manual or 6-speed automatic transmission which was no longer torque-restricted. Other
aspects which set the R apart from standard S60s were the large Brembo front and rear
four-piston brakes, inch 5-spoke "Pegasus" wheels available as an upgrade to the standard inch
wheels of the same design , blue faced "R" gauges, standard HID headlights , as well as the
Four-C suspension system. Semi-active suspension with Four-C a short name for "
Continuously Controlled Chassis Concept " allows the user to select from three modes:
Comfort, Sport, and Advanced. This is accomplished through a drive by wire throttle, allowing
the same pedal travel to result in different performance when the appropriate mode is selected,
[13] electronically controlled shock absorbers that can adjust themselves times a second, and a
complex series of sensors throughout the body of the vehicle. Volvo collaborated with
high-tech system developer Ohlins Racing AB and shock absorber manufacturer Monroe for the
self-adjusting shock absorbers. The Rs had three interior color options: Nordkap metallic dark
blue , Gobi light tan metallic and a R-only leather option; Atacama, available for an additional
charge. It was an unpainted, orangey-coloured natural leather with a baseball glove thickness
and feel. The S60 Rs have a 0. Another Volvo factory option for only the S60 R was a body kit
which included front bumper splitters, side skirts and a rear valance, color matched to the body.
The body kit was only available with certain body colors and in certain markets. The second
generation S60 began production in Ghent, Belgium on May 17, , with an expected annual
production of 90, vehicles. More differences in the second generation S60 include the new large
Volvo iron symbol, parallel to the grille LED day running lamps and larger spaced letters in the
brand name on rear. The engine range of the S60 and V60 comprises four petrol engines and
three diesels. The 2. Also, a new safety feature named " Pedestrian Detection " available on both
the V60 and S60 detects people in front of the car and automatically applies the brakes if the
driver does not react in time. The new sedan shows off Volvo's completely new design language
already seen in the Volvo XC60 concept. It rides on the same platform as the XC The goal of this
new design was to target younger demographics. In , the T5 engine was revamped before the
launch of the Drive-E arrival. Among the tweaks to the T5 power plant is a boost in engine
compression to 9. North America models went on sale as model year vehicles in late The driver
can select via three buttons among three driving modes: Pure, Hybrid or Power. A new limited
production model known as the S60 Cross Country saw a limited American release in the
autumn of as it was for the model year in Europe , with each dealership only getting one car.
Limited to about units from to It features a modified cylinder head and combustion chambers,
modified inlet manifold and air intake, special manufactured connecting rods, Garrett
turbocharger, Ferrita 3. The vehicle was unveiled at the Gothenburg CityArena. It includes a new
BorgWarner turbo, new intercooler, a 2. Delivery began in June Delivery was set to begin in
June to the local markets. The 3. That's a respectable output bump coming by way of massaged
engine management software, a stainless exhaust with millimetre 2. Polestar also did work to
the transmission with new calibration for quicker gearshifts and launch control capabilities. The
Haldex four-wheel-drive system also has Polestar tuning for more rear torque distribution, and
the stability control system has been massaged. Brakes get a nice upgrade with millimetre
Visual changes include new front and rear splitters, rear spoiler and diffuser. Inside there's a
thick-rimmed steering wheel and upgraded seats with suede inserts, suede door inserts and
blue accent stitching throughout. Other than the Polestar model, T6 Momentum model and the
T6 R-Design all other S60 models can be purchased or leased in the traditional way. Production
began in September in Ridgeville , South Carolina. Capacity can go up to , vehicles per year if
demand calls for it. The facility is Volvo's sixth, joining two European, two Chinese, and one
Malaysian location. Roughly 2, workers are expected to staff the plant. As of April , the
construction company finished building the complex's shell. At launch, it will come powered in
three trims: the T5, which features a turbocharged 2. The third generation S60 will have the
hybrid powertrain and be one of the five new electric models launched in along with the second
generation V60 and an all-electric sports coupe. The third generation S60 and V60 will also be
available as Polestar models. Standard gear on all S60s includes an improved City Safety
collision avoidance system based on Volvo's Vision The system can now help the driver do an
evasive maneuver and can detect and mitigate oncoming vehicles at intersections. On 14 and 15
October , the first-generation S60 T5 broke 18 British land speed records including the highest

average speed over a hour period for a Production Car class D cc at The car was standard
except for safety modifications such as a roll cage, exterior cut out switch, a modified fuel tank
and additional head support to allow the drivers BTCC drivers Anthony Reid , Rickard Rydell ,
John Cleland and Alain Menu as well as various Car journalists and ITV's Mike Brewer to rest
their neck during the 2-hour gaps between pit stops. Each pitstop included a driver change,
refuel and tyre changes due to the extreme stresses being placed on the front outside tyre.
Volvo regularly entered the S60 in the Swedish Touring Car Championship , where it finished
2nd in the drivers' championship twice and won the manufacturers' title once. The S60
continued to be raced after the formation of the Scandinavian Touring Car Championship , a
merger of the Swedish and Danish touring car championships. From to there was an S60
one-make racing series as a support series to the Swedish Touring Car Championship known
as the S60 Challenge Cup, using 26 factory-modified S60s. The second-generation model was
introduced for the season. In , its programme was expanded to include the SCAA Pro Racing
World Challenge , where it won both the drivers' championship, for factory driver Randy Pobst,
his fourth, and manufacturers' championships in the GT class. The programme was expanded
again in to include the Pirelli World Challenge. Volvo competed in the V8 Supercars
Championship with two rear wheel drive V8 BS powered S60s between and with Garry Rogers
Motorsport highlighted by a debut 2nd place at the Adelaide , a last second overtake to steal a
race win at the Phillip Island Circuit, and third for Scott McLaughlin in the series driver
standings. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Car model. Motor vehicle. Front engine
front-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. This section needs to be updated. Please update this
article to reflect recent events or newly available information. January This section needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. August Learn how and
when to remove this template message. Petrol : 2. Volvo Car Corporation. Retrieved Archived
from the original on Volvo In Belgium". Brown Modified Mag April. The Auto Channel. Top Gear.
December 16, Green Car Congress. China Daily. Retrieved 13 June Archived PDF from the
original on Euro NCAP. Car and Driver. The Car Guide. Volvo Cars of North America. October
Top Speed. Volvo Car UK Ltd. Cyan Racing. ABC Radio Grandstand. Australian Broadcasting
Corporation. Fox Sports Australia. Hidden categories: CS1 French-language sources fr CS1
German-language sources de CS1 Swedish-language sources sv Articles with short description
Short description matches Wikidata Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from March Wikipedia articles in
need of updating from January All Wikipedia articles in need of updating Articles needing
additional references from August All articles needing additional references Commons category
link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Compact executive car D. BT5 [15]. BT4 [16]. BT4 [15]. BSG [16]. BSG2 [16]. T3 [36].
Inline 4 with turbocharger. BT43 [37]. SPA platform. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Volvo S Small family car. Compact executive car. Executive car. Crossover utility vehicle. V90
Cross Country. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very
happy with my vehicle purchase! Traveled a few hours to check the van out and it was worth the
trip. Thank you Route 52 Auto! Very friendly. Zero pressure. If you are looking for an economical
vehicle, give them a look. The address on the ad was not the right one. He wanted me to meet
him at a different location which made me feel really uncomfortable. And it was in a residential
area not a business area, so I decided not to make the contact. It was a real waste of time since I
had driven two hours to get there :. Matis Motors was a good experience, they were on point
with their pricing and service. One of my most efficient car buying experiences. Recommend
highly. The entire team at Dan Cummins was very quick to respond and helped me through the
sales process. I was coming from out of town and the truck was ready when I arrived and we
had already completed all the paperwork. Steve met us at our scheduled time and we took the
car for a test drive. We left looked at another car but immediately decided to go back and
purchase the car from Rags to Riches. Very easy and pleasant buying experience and no
pressure. Vehicle was clean and as advertised. Will go back to this dealership for our next
vehicle. Dealer was knowledgeable and helped us find a car that is reliable and in our price
range. The check-in process to even look at the cars is totally understaffed. I waited for 10
minutes while she waited on one customer and there were still other people after him I ended up
leaving cuz I don't have all day to even assess a vehicle that you don't have pictures of on the
website. The experience I had here was amazing. This was my first time buying a car and he
helped me through it! He even gave me ride to the dealership so I could drive the car back
home! His prices are very reasonable and he very understanding. This was probably the best
place I could have gotten my first car. I recommend him to everyone! The people who work here

are highly competent professionals a surprisingly rare thing in the car sales business. My wife
and I had an excellent car buying experience, the staff went the extra mile to take care of any
little issues we had through the car testing-out and buying process. We're definitely coming
back here to buy our next car. Honestly this was our second dealership we had been to, in
hopes they would help us get a vehicle. The customer service of the people who work here is
absolutely amazing! Thanks guys, you were so awesome! Had a very good experience at Torch
Light Motors. I love my new car and got a good price. The sales manager took his time to
explain all the numbers and details. Highly recommended Torch light Motors. Zac and Mark
helped me find my perfect car. Very fair and straightforward negotiations and sales process.
The most balanced and reasonable car buying experience I have ever had! Max was great, he
got straight to the point and quick making my transaction quick and painless. I would highly
recommend him. They called yesterday but I was working and couldn't talk. Will try again today,
looking forward to working with them. Excellent service. The sales person didn't pressure me,
and showed me the vehicle I had asked about. It was very clean and on the test Drive it
performed very well. The people are very kind and care about the buyer They work together to
make the experience a good one I'm very happy with our purchase, and would recommend this
dealership to people in the future. Greg and his son and family were great superior service real
family orientated he works with you and was real hospitable when me and my mom came to see
him. The car runs awesome and I would recommend this dealer to everyone. Horrible service. I
live out of state, and they were not willing to make the effort to make sure that all the correct
paper work was filed. If I could give them zero stars I would. Restyled, repowered and reinserted
into the Volvo lineup for the model year, the five-passenger Volvo S60 sedan personifies
affordable luxury. For , the S60 gains a new trim, the T5, to go with its popular T6. Equipped with
a turbocharged inline 5-cylinder I5 engine and available only in front-wheel drive FWD , the new
T5 is already becoming a hit with tire-kickers due to its lower base price for pretty near the same
creature comforts as the all-wheel-drive-only AWD T6. But these glitches are easily overlooked
in the overall scheme of luxury, performance and value. All of these are good automobiles, no
doubt, but few approach the bang-for-the-buck kick that the S60 offers. In a further intimation of
this notable value, both the S60 trims boast turbocharged power. The FWD T5 carries a
turbocharged 2. The top-shelf T6, meantime, gets a 3. In a luxury-oriented vehicle such as the
S60, cabin features obviously have top billing, though inch and inch alloy wheels grace the
exterior of the T5 and T6, respectively. These amenities are complemented by a leather and
simulated alloy steering wheel, leather-trimmed shift knob, and leather and simulated alloy
console, door and dash accents. Techno-gizmos include cruise control, remote power door
locks, power windows, heated power mirrors, telescoping tilt-wheel steering, dual-zone climate
control, and memory for three drivers' settings, including audio. Entertainment and other
techno-goodies include a watt stereo with an MP3-capable single-CD player, eight speakers,
satellite radio, USB connection, phone pre-wiring and Bluetooth wireless communications
technology. The T6, meantime, ups the ante a bit with standard leather upholstery and a
universal remote garage door opener. Options and available packages abound for both S60
trims. The base T5 is eligible for upgraded inch wheels with a Dynamics Package that also
includes driver-adjustable speed-sensitive power steering. Both trims can be delivered with the
Multimedia Package, starring an Audyssy watt audio system, 12 premium speakers, a rear-view
camera and DVD navigation. The Climate Package, available to both trims, boasts heated front
seats and an interior air quality system with active carbon filters, and the Premium Package
offers a power sunroof, leather upholstery in the T5 and a power-adjustable front passenger
seat. The T6 additionally offers the available Touring Chassis for a smoother ride and the
Four-C Active Chassis with a semi-active suspension that features three driver-selectable ride
modes: Comfort, Sport and Advanced. Standalone options offered with both trims include,
besides upgraded wheels and exterior accents, rear-seat DVD entertainment, an integrated
hard-drive-based navigation system, wood interior cabin inlays and a personal car
communications system allowing the driver remote operation of various accessories.
Traditionally safety-minded, Volvo delivers both S60 trims with standard four-wheel antilock
brakes ABS , traction and stability control, front side-mounted airbags, front and rear head
airbags, and front head-restraint whiplash protection. Both trims can be delivered with the
available Electronics Package with collision warning and pedestrian detection systems,
adaptive cruise control, and a lane departure warning system, and both are also eligible for
available dual-xenon gas-discharge headlights with active bending beams. Owners of the and
S60 trims mention some unnecessarily expensive and rigid options packages, as well as a
somewhat cramped rear seat, as pet peeves. A noisy idle with the I5 engine also has a number
of owners a bit miffed, while opinion on ride comfort seems evenly divided between those who
favor handling over a posh drive, and vice versa. The AWD T6, it seems, is especially prone to

negative comments regarding ride comfort. We'll help you find great deals among the millions
of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Volvo S60 listings in your area
Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first.
CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. This test did not begin well. As our driver slowed to investigate, the entire
cluster went Vegas and the engine shut down. Following a nervous traffic-clotting pause and a
full reboot, our S60 fired back up with its check-engine lamp glowing. The car was diagnosed as
having a faulty steering-pump module due to moisture that was causing a CAN disruption. Five
weeks later, the gremlin returned. After suffering several more surprise shutdowns, we revisited
the dealer. After a month of consultations with engineers in Sweden, the service experts finally
aborted their search for the electrical fault, which could have been a microscopic flaw inside a
module. Consistent with its Swedish breeding, the S60 is tastefully attractive without feeling too
tightly laced. The front seats offer easy entry and comfortable support, though gripes also
infiltrated the logbook: headrests tilt a bit too far forward, not enough lateral support to brace
thighs during aggressive cornering. The S60 is more a cruiser than a charger so no paddle
shifters are provided. While the console lever offers a manual mode, the six-speed transmission
is programmed to execute automatic upshifts slightly before the rpm redline. Seemingly simple
tasksâ€”tuning the radio, regulating cabin temperatureâ€”occasionally caused consternation.
Every critic loved the Porsche-developed 3. At 40, miles, when this S60 was nicely loosened up,
it was significantly quicker: The 5. Our S60 also earned praise for gliding along at speed without
commanding attention. Rendered in white, this car suggests an earnest physician late for
surgery rather than some reprobate on a thrill ride. While we had hopes of hammering through
drifts and slaloming through winter traffic in this Volvo, Michigan weather was unusually warm
and dry while the S60 was in our fleet, scotching that opportunity. In contrast to BMW, Volvo
crams its six cylinders in a row sideways under the hood, adding a bevel gear in the transaxle to
send torque rearward. This arrangement restricts steering lock and results in a cumbersome
turning circle: The S60 needs 39 feet to complete a U-turn between curbs, only eight inches less
than a full-size Chevy pickup. Another issue with a large-displacement engine in the nose is
poor weight distribution. Worse yet, the stability system offers unwanted assistance as soon as
the front end slides. The hard cornering fun is capped at 0. While sports-sedan makers
generally attach their front crossmembers rigidly to the unibody to sharpen steering feel and
feedback, Volvo dissents with rubber mounting up front. Nor is the extra rubber beneficial to

steering feel and feedback, which we also found lacking. If you wander from a dead-straight
path without a turn signal activated, the lane-departure system whinnies annoyingly; it
prompted one reviewer to check mirrors for the Lone Ranger. But these sensors frequently
trigger false radar-detector alarms. Few drivers loved the adaptive cruise-control system. A
more tolerant driver relied on this equipment to endure 20 miles of stop-and-go
construction-zone traffic without once touching the gas or brake. Another user was frustrated
by the need to engage an active mode to change the set speed in increments smaller than 5
mph. We waved goodbye to our S60 with mixed emotions. We can only hope that every Volvo
customer receives similar treatment if the need arises. Thankfully, the frustrating electrical
glitch was exorcised, and our S60 has hardly missed a beat during its last five months of faithful
service. That rubber got us through the slippery months without issue, in part because of the
warm winter that Michigan enjoyed this year, although complaints of too much understeer with
these tires started popping up in the logbook. Two service stopsâ€”at 15, and 22, milesâ€”took
care of mandatory oil changes and inspections covering a dozen or so items. The cabin air filter
was replaced at 15, miles. Our out-of-pocket cost for these dealer visits was zilch, which left a
warm, fuzzy feeling in our corporate wallet. Since our last update, six different logbook
scribblers gave the front seats high praise, touting their ability to provide pain-free support
during long stints in the saddle. Even so, one critic tempered his endorsement by noting that
rear-seat occupants are less fortunate: Space in back can be an issue for passengers long of
limb. The adaptive cruise control is the painless way to maintain a safe distance from any car
that impedes your rate of travel. Contributing editor Tony Swan thought the beeps sounded like
the first few bars of the William Tell Overture, prompting a check of the mirrors to see if the
Lone Ranger might be in the next lane. Fortunately, that refrain can be switched off at the touch
of a center-console button. Swan also characterized entering an address into the navigation
system as a tedious process. For the most part, those alerts remain in the background until you
need them. As quickly as the right pedal goes down, the turbo six spools up to provide
assertive forward thrust. The readily available acceleration moved us to think of this car as a
3-series in a plain white wrapper. To keep us from falling too deeply in like, this Volvo teased
one of our test drivers with a weird anomaly during an evening drive home. Finding the volume
and tuning controls unresponsive, Phillips pulled the car to the side of the road and shut down
all systems. Mercifully, the radio display went dark. Phillips chose a station to his liking and
continued on his way. The double whammy of a global recession and anxiety over the
transaction prompted a near-death experience for the venerable Swedish brand. Only 21, Volvos
were delivered in the U. Now that customers have begun returning to the fold, bumping up sales
by a factor of three, we deemed it safe to spend some quality time with the newest and possibly
best Volvo on the market. So we added an Ice White model to our long-term fleet, conducted the
usual welcome-aboard performance assessment, and started scribbling insightful observations
into its logbook. We have our fingers crossed in hopes of a pleasant long-term relationship. A
turbocharged five-cylinder now sits at the bottom of the lineup, but we opted for the T6,
powered by a hp, 3. A six-speed automatic is the only transmission offered. Two ill effects
resulting from this arrangement are an unwieldy foot turning circle and front wheels that are
burdened with nearly two-thirds of the total curb weight. Toward that end, our car is steeped in
the latest, greatest ways to avoid calamity. The collision-warning system uses radar and a
camera to alert the driver to objects in the path ahead and to apply the brakes when a collision
is imminent. Pedestrian detection, also radar- and camera-based, is programmed to provide
audio and visual warnings before automatically slamming on the binders to protect some
hapless human in the path ahead. Distance alert lights up a warning when the clearance to the
vehicle ahead in traffic diminishes below a preset amount. Adaptive cruise control locks onto a
vehicle in the same lane and adjusts speed to automatically maintain a safe interval. Lane
departure warning senses road markings and alerts the driver audibly and visually any time the
car wanders over a line without a turn signal flashing. With the break-in miles on the clock, our
long-term S60 turned in a test-track report card slightly off the pace demonstrated by a similar
car we reviewed earlier this year. The run to 60 mph consumed 6. With ABS as the only active
safety aid, we halted our tester from 70 mph in a reasonable at least for a car weighing nearly
two tons feet. That was a couple of feet longer than in our previous test. A second concern is
that our new long-termer revealed a slight tendency toward fade. One of the five stops required
feet. On the skidpad, we detected no stability-control intervention, as was the case in the
previous test car, but the 0. Initial logbook entries have been favorable. The
steering-wheel-mounted infotainment switches and the anthropometrically located
climate-control buttons also wo
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n positive comments. The lag-free power is a pleasure during passing, and the steering
response and feel are nicely geared to aggressive driving. One early gripe: In manual mode, the
auto trans upshifts on its own as redline nears. Armed with proper winter tires and its Haldex
all-wheel-drive system, the S60 T6 should provide an entertaining mix of mirth and mobility on
snowy surfaces. Watch this space to see how that turns out. Displacement: cu in, cc Power: hp
rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories.
The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of
Best Station Wagons of View Photos. From the February Issue of Car and Driver. Expand
Collapse. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page
to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about
this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below.

